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Our school does not tolerate bullying. Every member of our school community has the right 

to work, play and learn without fearing the behaviour of others. 
 

This policy sets out our school’s approach to bullying. It explains what we mean by bullying, 
what we do when bullying is discovered, and how we can work together to ensure that it does 
not recur. 
 
The policy was developed in consultation with pupils, staff and parents, and after seeking good 
practice from other schools and relevant organisations. 
 
It forms part of the school’s Behaviour Policy, agreed to by pupils, parents and teachers. 
 
As well as providing parents with information, this policy provides practical advice aimed at 
detecting, managing and resolving problems associated with bullying. 
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WHAT IS BULLYING? 
 

We believe that bullying is when someone intentionally and repeatedly (i.e. more than once) 
attempts to threaten, frighten or hurt another person.  
 
Pupils and parents identified the following as examples of bullying: 
 

 Name calling 
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 Teasing / taunting 

 Threatening 

 Spreading stories 

 Ganging up 

 Taking things from others 

 Deliberately hiding / damaging others’ property 

 Forcing someone to do things they don’t want to do 

 Being physically violent 

 Being a bystander  

 Isolating people 

 Cyber-bullying (please see Anti Cyber-bullying policy) 
 

The biggest weapons of someone who bullies are threat and fear. 
 
 

IS THERE A TYPICAL BULLY? 
 

Most people’s image of a bully is a large child who corners and physically threatens a smaller 
child for money or sweets. This kind of bullying is difficult to hide in a primary school, and is 
quite rare. 
 
Most bullying incidents involve children with some sort of superiority over another. They 
might be physically larger or part of a gang, but sometimes they may be popular or quick-
tongued, able to make people laugh at others’ expense. Some bullying incidents are due to 
children “helping their friends” against another child, not realising that this makes them a 
gang. 
 
Some bullying is caused by children who like to be in charge, but some is caused by children 
who want to show off to others. Some children bully because that is what they live with at 
home, but others might bully because they are used to getting their own way. So it is difficult 
to pick a particular type of child out as a potential bully. 
 
However, one thing that all those who bully others have in common is that they cause great 
distress to their targets. They need to realise that fact and know that any incident of bullying 
will be treated seriously. 
 

 
BULLYING – POSSIBLE SIGNS 

 
Children may: 

 Be worried about walking to and from school 

 Be unwilling to go to school 

 Progress slows in schoolwork 

 Over-eat or under-eat 

 Become withdrawn/quiet/disengaged – or the opposite! 

 Pretend to be ill 
 
The key factor is a change in behaviour that cannot otherwise be explained. 
These behaviours may be evident at school, at home or both. 
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WHAT CHILDREN CAN DO 

 

 Tell an adult that you trust – a teacher or family member 

 Stay calm – these problems can be sorted out 

 Tell a friend 

 Try to think of anyone who saw the bullying – it is very handy to have a witness 

 Tell the person that you don’t like what they are doing 

 Write concerns and put in ‘Worry Box’ 

 Go to a buddy stop/tell a buddy 

 Phone ChildLine (0800 1111) 

 For incidents outside of school, phone the non-emergency police number (101) 
 
To think about…. 
 

 It is tempting to hit out at someone who is bullying, but think – if you do hit out you 
are breaking school rules, it will be much harder to stop the bullying, and it might give 
the bully just the excuse he or she needs to carry on. 

 When you tell a teacher the bullying may stop quickly, but can then start again. Don’t 
give up! Tell a teacher immediately so that the bully knows that they really aren’t 
going to get away with it. 

 Remember that bullying is more than just normal arguments.  
 

 
HOW PARENTS CAN HELP 

 
If you feel that your child is being bullied please inform the school. It is very stressful to think 
that your child is unhappy, but please stay calm – nobody wants bullying to happen, and it can 
be tackled effectively by working together. 
 
Please encourage your child to tell a teacher if there is any further incident. It is very common 
for bullying to start up again until the bully realises that it will be picked up straight away. 
 
Don’t be offended when the school tries to get to the bottom of an incident. All complaints of 
bullying are logged and acted upon, but all pupils have a right to be heard. 
 
However angry you feel about a pupil at the school, please do not confront another child. It 
puts you at risk of legal action, and makes it almost impossible to gain the co-operation of 
parents. 
 
All schools have to act against violence, so please avoid encouraging your child to hit another. 
We all want to target bullying, but in school and in adult life anyone who hits another will face 
sanctions. Bullying is much more easily stopped when there is a clear target and perpetrator. 
 

 
IF YOUR CHILD IS BULLYING 

 

 Remain calm. Being involved in a bullying incident does not make your child a bully. 

 Talk with the school to discuss how a recurrence can be avoided. 

 Talk with your child. Find out how they feel.  Help her / him to recognise what has 
happened and how it has made someone feel. 
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 Keep in touch with the school to monitor your child’s progress, and let your child know 
you are doing this. 

 If your child is involved in further incidents of bullying the school may wish to seek help 
from behaviour support specialists. Please support this measure and help the school 
monitor progress. 

 
SCHOOL POLICY 

 
This section sets out the school policy on how bullying is dealt with. 
 
It is reviewed annually by staff, parents, pupils and governors. 
 
The school seeks to prevent bullying by: 
 

 Identifying a link person, the Deputy Headteacher, to co-ordinate and monitor the 
implementation of the anti-bullying strategy – with the help of the anti-bullying team 

 Using assemblies, performances, PSHME, workshares and circle time to explain what 
bullying is, how it affects lives and how pupils can prevent it. 

 Holding regular school council meetings about bullying issues. 

 Collaborating with other schools to share good practice. 

 Identifying problem areas and times in school, discussing these with children and staff, 
and ensuring that supervision is maintained. 

 Keeping up with best practice and training in the prevention of bullying. 

 Running a “buddy” system and “buddy stop” for peer support. 

 Working with support teams to run courses for pupils in anger management, working 
together, self-esteem and assertiveness. 

 Ensuring that all staff, parents and pupils are aware of this policy and follow the guidance 
in it. 

 
The school responds to accusations of bullying by: 
 

 Talking to the pupils involved, and any witnesses 

 Recording all incidents on CPOMS. 

 Contacting the parents/carers of both parties 

 Monitoring the situation regularly (approx. every two weeks) 
 
The school supports targets of bullying by: 
 

 Offering and organising peer support 

 Ensuring that staff know about the problem 

 If appropriate, organising support such as self-esteem or assertiveness training 

 If appropriate, offering Nurture Group time to develop emotional security 

 Discussing progress every few weeks 
 
The school will take the following action against those who bully: 
 
For a first offence the school will respond as described above. Parents will be informed and 
the pupil may face sanctions such as after-school detention, lunchtime exclusion or missed 
playtimes, depending upon the severity of the offence. The pupil will be warned that they risk 
exclusion if they continue to bully. The pupil will then receive support to enable them to 
change their behaviour. 
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For a second offence the school will inform parents and make a referral to the Behaviour 
Support Team to seek outside help to manage the behaviour. This support would be to the 
benefit of the pupil, the school and the target, so parents will be asked to consent to the 
referral. If consent to refer is withheld, the school will consider fixed-term exclusion. The pupil 
will be asked to sign a contract for their behaviour. 
 
For a third offence the pupil will be excluded from school for a period determined by the Head 
Teacher. The exclusion will be reported to the school governing body and to the Local 
Authority. 
 
N.B. These sanctions apply to non-violent bullying incidents with corroborating evidence. 
Pupils who use violence in school risk exclusion immediately, as detailed in the school’s 
behaviour policy. 
 
If there is no evidence to support an accusation of bullying even after an investigation the 
incident will be logged, parents will be informed of a concern and the situation will be 
monitored as described above. The target will be offered support as described above and the 
pupil accused of bullying will be told that there is a concern, but will not face sanctions. 
 
The school will assist those involved in bullying incidents by: 
 

 Explaining what aspects of their behaviour are unacceptable 

 Providing one to one support time 

 Providing, if appropriate, courses in anger management, self-esteem and empathy 

 Discussing progress every few weeks 
 
This policy applies to all pupils in the school regardless of race, gender or belief. Pupils with 
special needs are also included, although reference will be made to their individual 
circumstances when implementing the policy. 
 
Parents who are not satisfied with the action taken by the school should: 
 

1. Discuss their concerns with the Head Teacher 
2. If still not satisfied parents can write, detailing their concern to The Chair of 

Governors, c/o Hylton Castle Primary School, Caithness Road, Sunderland SR5 8RE 
3. If, after receiving a written response from the Chair of Governors, parents still feel 

that they have a grievance, they should write to the Director of Childrens’ Services at 
the Civic Centre, Sunderland. 

 
Useful information can be found at: 
Bullying Online – www.bullying.co.uk 
Anti-bullying Network – www.antibullying.net 
Childline – www.childline.org.uk  tel. 0800 1111 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bullying.co.uk/
http://www.antibullying.net/
http://www.childline.org.uk/
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Inclusion Statement 
 
 At Hylton Castle Primary School, we are committed to offering an inclusive curriculum to ensure the best 
possible progress for all of our pupils whatever their needs or abilities. 
 
Pupils have Special Educational Needs if they have a learning difficulty which calls for special educational 
provision to be made for them. Pupils with a disability have special educational needs if they have any 
difficulty in accessing education and if they need any special educational provision to be made for them, 
which is anything that is additional to or different from what is normally available in schools in the area. 
 
At Hylton Castle Primary School we undertake the duties, including in relation to this policy: 
• Not to treat disabled pupils less favourably for a reason which relates to their disability 
• To take reasonable steps to avoid putting disabled pupils at a substantial disadvantage 
• To do our best by all disabled members of our school community in relation to the requirements of this  
    particular policy 
 
Equality & Diversity Statement 
 
Hylton Castle Primary School fully recognises its duty to comply with equality and diversity legislation, and its 
Gender Equality Scheme sets out the school’s aims in relation to equality and what it will do to ensure that 
equality is fully embedded in practice. The school fully acknowledges its responsibilities in terms of equality 
issues in relation to gender, age, race, disability, religion or belief, sexual orientation and gender 
reassignment, including in relation to this policy.  
 
Hylton Castle Primary School is firmly committed to equality and diversity, and when carrying out our 
functions, we shall have due regard to the need: to eliminate unlawful discrimination and harassment; to 
promote equality of opportunity between men and women. 
 
 
This Policy should be read in conjunction with the School’s: 

 SEND Policy 

 Equality Policy 

 Behaviour Policy 

 Anti-Cyberbullying Policy 

 Exclusion Policy 
 
 
 

 

 


